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ACADEMIC STAFF

Dr Jayati BHATTACHARYA
B.A. (Hons.), M.A. (North Bengal), Ph.D. (JNU)
Business history; Diaspora studies; India-Singapore relations; connected histories in the Indian Ocean region
Email: sasjb@nus.edu.sg

Dr Rajesh RAI
B.A. (NUS), M.A. Dist., Ph.D. (Birmingham)
South Asian Diaspora; Transnational identities, nationalism and the postcolonial history and politics of South Asia
Email: sasrr@nus.edu.sg

Dr Annu JALAISS
B.A. (INALCO/Paris-X), M.A. (INALCO/LSE), M.Phil. (LSE), Ph.D. (LSE)
Anthropology of South Asia (particularly Bangladesh and India); Environmental history of Sundarbans; Partition and the Bengali Muslim Diaspora
Email: sasja@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Vineeta SINHA, Head
B.A. (Hons.) NUS, M.A. Soc. Sci. (NUS), M.A. (Johns Hopkins), Ph.D. (JHU)
South Asian Diaspora; Transnational identities, nationalism and the postcolonial history and politics of South Asia
Email: sashead@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Rahul MUKHERJI
B.A. (Hons.) (Delhi), M.A., M.Phil. (JNU), Ph.D. (Cambridge)
Political economy and development; Foreign economic policy and regionalism
Email: sasrm@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Gyanesh KUDAISYA
B.A. (Hons.) (Delhi), M.A., M.Phil. (JNU), Ph.D. (Cambridge)
Late colonial and postcolonial South Asian history; Regions and regionalism in India; Partition and its aftermath
Email: sasgk@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Rajesh RAI
B.A. (NUS), M.A. Dist., Ph.D. (Birmingham)
South Asian Diaspora; Transnational identities, nationalism and the postcolonial history and politics of South Asia
Email: sasrr@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Andrea M PINKNEY
B.A. (Hons.) (McGill), M.A. (Hawaii), Adv. Dip in Hindi (Banaras), Ph.D. (Columbia)
Sanskrit literature; Himalayan religions; Anthropology of the gift in South Asia; Hindu and Sikh pilgrimage
Email: sasamp@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Dr. Andrea M. PINKNEY
B.A. (Hons.) (McGill), M.A. (Hawaii), Adv. Dip in Hindi (Banaras), Ph.D. (Columbia)
Sanskrit literature; Himalayan religions; Anthropology of the gift in South Asia; Hindu and Sikh pilgrimage
Email: sasamp@nus.edu.sg

Dr SP THINNAPPAN
B.A. (Hons.) (Madras), Dip. Ling., M.Litt., Ph.D. (Annamalai)
Phonetic and speech training in Tamil;
Development of curriculum and instructional materials for Tamil; Use of IT for learning Tamil
Email: saspt@nus.edu.sg

Dr Hamidah bte HAMDAN
Management Assistant Officer
Email: sassec@nus.edu.sg

Mdm Nur Jannah MOHAMED
Assistant Manager
Email: sasnkm@nus.edu.sg
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Facsimile: +65 67770616
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The South Asian Studies Programme (SASP) at the National University of Singapore offers degrees by research and dissertation at both the MA and PhD levels. The scope for research is extensive and the interests and backgrounds of the supervising teaching staff are wide-ranging and eclectic. Fluency in English is essential, as all theses work must be presented in that language, but the Programme encourages and supports the use of research materials which draw upon South Asian languages.

The Programme has a particular focus on topics which relate to contemporary South Asia. The academic staff includes specialists working in the disciplines of Contemporary History, Political Economy and Development, Religious Studies and Anthropology and Diaspora and Transnational Studies.

An idea of the scope of the Programme’s range of interests may be gained from its list of faculty members and their specialities. The cohort of students in SASP is highly cosmopolitan and students have come to pursue graduate studies from South Korea, China, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Bangladesh, Germany, the USA and India.

**About SASP**

**Application requirements & timelines**

The normal minimum criteria for admission as a research Masters or PhD candidate are indicated below. However, meeting them does not imply automatic acceptance in the respective programme.

**Masters**

- an NUS Honours degree (Second Class and above) or equivalent (e.g., a four-year Bachelors degree with at least an average grade of B) in a relevant discipline; or
- in exceptional cases, a Bachelors degree in a relevant discipline with at least two years of relevant work experience, subject to approval by the Faculty and Board of Graduate Studies, on a case-by-case basis;
- TOEFL/IELTS, where applicable.

**PhD**

- a good Masters degree in a relevant discipline; or
- an NUS Honours degree (at least Second Class Upper Division) or equivalent (e.g., a four-year Bachelors degree with an average grade above B) in a relevant discipline, subject to approval by the Faculty, on a case-by-case basis;
- TOEFL/IELTS, where applicable.

**Timelines**

- Semester I (August) intake: Applications to be submitted by 1 November (in the year preceding the intake)
- Semester II (January) intake: Applications to be submitted by 15 May (in the year preceding the intake)